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FIREWORKS CANNOT BE SOLD TO PERSONS  

APPARENTLY UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE 



CRACKLING KALEIDOSCOPE  £5.99 
Exciting crackly fountain with nine 
changes of effects 

SPRING BLOSSOM   £5.99 
Colour-changing fountain  
with starbursts 

RAINBOW CASCADE    £5.99 

Great duration and superb      
colour effects 

JUMPING JELLY BEANS       £9.99 
This multi-tube fountain produces brilliant 
sprays of multi-coloured ‘blobs’ that look 
like jelly beans in purple and red, green & 
orange and pink and violet 

GLITTERING GEMSTONES    £7.99 
Offering a multitude of colour  
changes with pea greens, subtle  
ambers and loud crackles 

WHISTLING BANSHEE  £5.99 
Strong whistling fountain giving 
60 seconds of screaming fun 

LEAPING LIZARDS    £6.99 
Fountain with fabulous blue & 
orange stars, and crackling  
flowers in red, silver and orange 
and lasting for over a minute 

HOCUS POCUS         £6.99 
Ejecting red stars followed by 
chrysanthemum in multi colours 
and ending with a 2 layer mine 
of crackling stars & flowers 

KRACKATOA        £8.99 
Traditional conic fountain      
giving a beautiful display of   
silver glitter 

GHOST BUSTER            £19.99 
This unusual fountain is sure to be 
a big hit—starting with quiet  
fountains and leading to a noisier 
finale filled with colour and stars 

FOUNTAINS & CONES 

PLOTTERS KEG           £25.00 
A 23-shot keg with a silver crackling 
fountain erupting to multi bombard 
shots and a plume fountain with a 
loud 42 mm mine finale 



GLADIATOR £9.99 
200 shot roman candle with 
assorted colours and effects 

COMET CHASERS   £10.99 
320 shots of high flying red, 
gold and green stars 

DIAMOND SUN    £3.49 
A great value small wheel  
that really packs a punch  

CRACKLING SNAKE   £7.99 
Wonderful and unusual  
firework featuring 2 minutes 
of hissing, crackling fun 

WHIRLIGIG           £4.99 
A multi-changing colourful          
whistling wheel 

CYCLONE WHEEL   £14.99 
Massive wheel for the enthusiast 
with 8 turbo-charged multi effect 
motors giving a loud and proud 
display 

ROMAN CANDLES & WHEELS 

ROMAN CANDLE PACK  £4.99 
Great value pack of 4 roman 
candles giving a variety of 
crackles and colour 

ANGEL DUST  -   £8.99 
A mine cake with 20 shots of 
gold brocade mines with 
coloured and crackling tips 

SPARKLERS 
 
ACES        £0.85 
5 x 10” golden 
 

LARGE GOLD    £1.35 
5 x 18” golden 
 

MEGA ACES      £1.40 
5 x 18” coloured 

THUNDER ATTACK  £10.99 
72 shots of noisy and  
frenzied loud trails 



 BARRAGES 

SUPER BOMB         £17.99    
25 shots  of red, green and blue  
tails to titanium salutes. 

GLITTERING HEIGHTS   £17.99 
25 shots of red tipped silver palms, red 
and silver glittering stars, red stars and 
silver time rain. 

WHISPERING CHARM     £14.99 

This charming but quiet firework has a good variation of 
effects. A red fountain to silver fish with red, white and 
blue mines, followed by silver tail comets  

UFO CATCHER           £12.99 
25 shots of noisy growling and 
climbing stars 

CHEEKY CHERRIES   £12.99 
25 shots of rising tails, vivid red 
chrysanthemum bursts & crackle 

LEMON BOMBARD   £12.99 
25 shots of rising tails, vivid lemon 
chrysanthemum bursts & crackle 

MISSILE ATTACK       £12.99 
150 manic fun shots from these 
whistling missiles 

THUNDER DEVIL        £12.99 
25 shots of strobing stars to flash 
and loud report 

LUMIMOUS FLUX      £9.99 
25 shots of red & green palms, red 
& blue stars & crackle flowers 

DELTA RAY         £9.99 
25 shots of silver tails to coloured 
peonies, white strobes & crackle 

SEISMIC CYCLONE £17.99 
19 Shots of red tails, green strobe, 
silver tail burst, brocade crown and 
blue tail burst to red coconut BLING KING  £21.99 

16 shots fired in pairs with a double  
burst from each. Ejecting crackling  
comets & palms this is a really  
high-impact firework  

TITANIUM RHAPSODY   £17.99 
19 shots with brocade crown to green 
peony & glitter chrysanthemums 

WHISTLING GHOSTS    £12.99 
25 shots of shrieking whistling 
streamers 



LARGE BARRAGES 

ASCENSION                 £39.99 
36 shot, Blue stars red & green palms. Brocade 
crowns with red and blue stars to silver palms  
massive silver palm and crackling flower finale 

TREASURE TROVE             £39.99 
100 shots of red & green palms, blue 
stars & white strobe  & purple stars & 
crackling flower finale 

FIREWORK CRAZY MINI  £34.99 
100 rapid firing crazy shots finishing with a 
noisy and impressive salvo finale 

ABSOLUTION       £38.99 
42 thumping shots of purple stars,  
green glitter and silver palms 

TORTURED TEMPEST         £33.99 
25 large shots of red stars to white  
glitter, red  coconut willow, purple  
peony & red stars 

CAPTAIN JAKE    £34.99 
240 shots of colour and excitement with a 
great finale  LOW NOISE!! 

LASER BOMBARD         £25.99 
49 shots of colour, whistle, crackle & 
reports—really packs a punch! 

DIAMOND PRINCESS            £36.99 
28 shots of red & green tail to gold  
willow, blue tail to gold willow and  
crackling tail to golden willow 

TANGLED WEB    £22.99 
27 shot barrage of red waves, golden 
palms & chrysanthemum flowers 

DEVIL’S GOLDEN BALLS               £22.99 
19 shots of comet tails turning to  golden  
bursts 
BANSHEE’S JUICY PLUMS £22.99 
19 shots of comet tails with giant red and 
green bursts 

KILLER SCORPIONS   £24.99 
25 large bore tubes producing a 
dazzling array of sky-filling bursts ATTACK OF HORNETS 

 Or KILLER BEES  £20.99 
Choose either of these fun 40-shot cakes  
each with plenty of noise and  colour 



GRAND FINALES 

DANCING FIREFLIES   £79.99 
Ideal for those wanting a quieter firework. A fan shaped aerial  
display of strobing waterfall effects with silver "fireflies" and a fan of 
effects with blue tails, cascading red falling leaves. finishing with a 
fan shaped finale of silver comets, red strobe and willows. 

FIREWORKS CRAZY   £74.99 
Releasing all of its powerful 100 shots in just less than a minute 
this one really creates aerial mayhem!  Shoots crackling tails to 
silver spinners, blue, red, white and green  mines, whistling tails 
to gold and silver stars  and a quickened 10 shot finale 

RAGING VORTEX   £69.99 
Vertical firing aerial display with volleys of red whirls with green stars 
mixed with crossettes and spinners including screaming whistles  
throughout. Finishing with whistle and crackle effects with a background 
of red tails and red strobe willows 

OCEANIC   £64.99 
49 shots of high calibre willows and 
crossettes with gold glitter, silver rain &  
brocade crowns fired from large calibre 
tubes 

48 DD’S (droning diamonds)     £54.99 
A fantastic and noisy 48- shot barrage of silver 
whistling stars  bursting to loud bangs.  A 
great firework to compliment any display   

BRAZILIAN BOMBSHELL          £51.99 
40 shots of red peony, titanium bursts, red 
crackling coconut, silver fish, green glitter  
and brocade crown 

THUNDER KING      £42.99 
50 shots which start as mine effects then to 
comets with golden tails bursting to multi 
colours and loud bangs  



GRAND FINALES 

CELESTIAL CONQUEST       £114.99 
A two minute extravaganza of 121 sky-filling shots with red, silver and 
green peonies, titanium flashes, crackling palms, gold glitter -  ending 
with glittering waterfalls and brocade crown with crackles 

AMMO BOX                                             £99.99 
106 shots with exceptional effects.  Starts with mine 
bursts to salvoes of spinning dragons then to  a   
dramatic comet and silver trees finale 

PARTY ANIMAL  £74.99 
95 varied fast-firing shots this is a great finisher for any 
family display firing salvoes of effects with a noisy finale 

FLAMING LAMBORGHINI                     £84.99 
135 shots to fill the sky from these fanned tubes.     
Purple stars with silver blinks & purple tail, red coco-
nut, green stars, silver spinners, golden blinks with blue 
stars and brocade crown 

TROJAN   £79.99 
134 shots from a red-tipped silver palm start 
through chasing crossettes and brocade crowns 

MASQUERADE   £74.99 
This rapid firing cake has strobing effects in silver, red and green as 
well as blue and red peony aerial bursts and whistles. It has an in-
tense finale of a silver crackling flower– 75 seconds duration 

MOMENTUM                                                £74.99 
78 shots of red to white strobe, green burst to purple 
crackles, blue stars & golden strobe, green comet tail 
bursts to green coconut with crackles, volley finale 
with large silver chrysanthemum bursts  

THE BIG SHOW                                                £86.99 
83 shots of vertical bursts with silver to red and green 
twisting tails, silver strobe to gold with red bursts, blue 
and green tipped brocades ending with a rapid finale of 
silver comet tails to red and a  volley of humming red and 
silver tails to crackle  



CAGED TIGER PRO                          £169.99 
Magnificent high-power 112 shot barrage featuring 
brocade crown, peonies, blue stars, red glitter to 
green palms, red & silver glitter stars and purple 
palms to chrysanthemums. 

CAGED PANTHER PRO                                £94.99 
A powerful caged cake ejecting 66 shots with blue tails & 
waves of  willow, green tails with spider bursts, red tails and 
red  chrysanthemum bursts and titanium starbusts with willow 
mines 

GRAND FINALES 

AGINCOURT           £119.99 
3 fused together fireworks resulting in a barrage 
of 99 shots lasting 2 minutes. 
Cake 1—21 mixed 30mm shots of titanium gold 
palms with silver blinks, silver fishes, golden 
horse tails & crackling brocade 
Cake 2—36 x 25mm straight shots of red waves, 
purple peony, green waves with wave tail,  
titanium gold palms  
Cake 3—42 fan shots of willow with silver tails, 
purple palms, titanium gold palm tails and volley 
finale of wave willow mines 

  COMPOUND CAKES 

New this year!  Multiple cakes which are fused together at 
the point of manufacture and secured to a wooden base.  
Using this format a CE marked firework with a single fuse 
can contain up to 4kgs of NEC  

GOLDEN THUNDER PRO £56.99 each 
& ROYAL THUNDER PRO 
These 49-shot extra power barrages with impres-
sive golden willow effects to titanium thunders or 
titanium thunder with silver glitter, purple dahlia 
and green blinks—both are real show-stoppers 

CAGED TIGER UNLEASHED                      £109.99 
112 shots and almost 1 ½  minutes this firework has a 
vast array of effects from brocade crown bursts with 
blue stars & tails to red palm,  titanium golden palm, 
green palms to wave willows and a volley finale 



ROCKET PACKS 

SIREN   £7.99 
Pack of 5 small garden  
rockets to enhance a  
family display 

CENTAUR  £13.99 
Pack of 9 rockets in two 
different sizes, each 
giving a different effect 

CYCLOPS  £21.99 
Pack of 11 rockets in two sizes, 
with the largest at 20g giving a  
sky filling performance 

SKY MISSILE £9.99 
Great value rocket 
bursting with a coloured 
star 

5-ALIVE  £12.99 
5 high-power rockets 
bursting to gold brocade, 
or red & green peony or  
red/silver strobe 

AIR-BOMBER £14.99 
Nice and loud—a high 
powered air bomb rocket 
to wake up your  
audience! 

TOMAHAWK    £19.99 
Now in a pack of 4  
rockets but with more 

power and greater 

effects 

APOLLO 5 PRO  £22.99 
5 spectacular rockets giving 
some of the best effects 
available in a garden rocket 



GAS GIANTS             £29.99 
Sold as a pair—one bursting to a 
beautiful red dahlia with  
chrysanthemum and the  other 
a classic colour palm burst  with 
crackle 

TYPHOON 
£9.99 

DISCOVERY 
£14.99 

EXPLORER 
£17.99 

SCREAMIN 
EAGLE 
£19.99 

BIG GUNS PRO    £22.99 
Single rocket available in one 
of four effects: 
 Golden weeping willow 
 Double colour thunder 
 Colourful palm 
 Silver chrysanthemum 

CUPID SELECTION  £24.95 

Single rocket available in 

one of five effects: 

 Sourcerer 

 Sky Thunder 

 Special Ring 

 Quantum 

 Love is in the Air 

 

4 KING 
MARVELLOUS - £95.00 
A pack of four of these magnificent  
rockets 
 

LARGE ROCKETS 

GEMINI 
£20.99 

TRIAD    £16.99 
Available in 3 

different effects 

THE KING        £24.99 
The ultimate sky filler, show  
starter, event stopper,  
crowd pleaser.   
Add the WOW factor !! 
 



 

Recommended for families in the smaller garden 

BRONZE SELECTION   £19.99            

12 Items including Fountains, true conical cones, 
mines, multi-shots and a catherine wheel.                               

PEARL        £74.99 
Ideal for a family garden party, 
larger fireworks giving noise and 
colour, just add a pack of rockets 
and some sparklers for a perfect 
evening of excitement 

SILVER SELECTION   £24.99 

17  lower noise fireworks including cones, 

mines, multi-shot fireworks, candles & catherine 

wheels  LOW NOISE BOX - No whistles                                                 

Recommended distance of 8 metres 

GOLD SELECTION   £34.99            
23 garden fireworks including fountains, 
cones, mines, multi-shots and 2 catherine 
wheels                        
Recommended distance only 8 metres 
 

PLATINUM        £99.99 

This display boxed is based 

around some of the larger 

barrages and gives great 

value and great effects 

BOXED SELECTIONS 



All information in this brochure was correct at time of going to press. 

 

The effects of fireworks, or contents of boxes may differ from that 

described in this brochure.  However, the firework will still be of  

equivalent value. 

 

FOR SAFETY REASONS WE WILL NOT EXCHANGE FIREWORKS  

OR GIVE REFUNDS ONCE THEY HAVE LEFT THE PREMISES 

THIS DOES NOT AFFECT YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS 

 

47 Newport Road, New Bradwell 

Milton Keynes,  MK13 OAQ  01908 225353 


